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ABSTRACT

The freguency dependent response of the CDW condensaEe is exanined
in K6.3MoO3. At low ceilperatures che incernal degrees of freedom play
ninor role in Ehe dynarnics of the colleccive rnodd, although the presence
of metastable pinned eonfigurations can be seen by sensiLive rneEhods.
'In conErast, at cenperaEures where screening by norural carriers allows
internal defornations che long range pturse coherencc is losc and a
low flequency rnode ernerges in the ac response.
INTRODUCTION

In semiconducting CDW sysceng normal carriers exciEed chrough the
single parcicle gap are frozen ouc at low cemperatsures. In the ground
stace the condensate is expected to be different than at EemperaEures
where electrostatic screening is effective, since unscreened Coulomb
forces may prohibit local CDW deformations and resEore long rahge
order bven in presence of impuricies. Indeed, experimencal observacions
of a novel type of CDW conducEion at low Eemperacures can be well
described in terms of a phase coherent, "rigid" condensate.1,2
l,le show that the rigid CDW picture is consistent also wich che
dielectric properties of che pinned sEat.e, and effects associaEed with
inherent degrees of freedom may give corrections only on long cinre scale.
The dynamics is nore cornplex in the temperaEure range wlrere
screening by normal carriers allows CDW defornaEions..3 The possibilicy
of loca1 CDW polarizacion gives rise Eo an additional low frequency
"peak" in the ac response. We suggesc chat chis uode is che sane
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excitaEion of the condensate as thac which appears in glassy relaxaEion
betr^7een metastable staEes. In the temperacure range where deformacions
are allowed the long range phase coherence is lost but still remains
certain velocity coherence. 4-6
In this paper. we discuss the essential difference between che
responses where inlernal deformations play a role or are suppressed.
Because these are intimacely related to the temperature through the
screening by normal electrons, we call these tno behaviours high
temperature and low temperature response.
LOW-TEMPERATURE DIELECTRIq. RESPqNSE

.

have lnvestigaCed the complex dielecCrlc constant of Kg.3MoO3
at T: 4,2K in a wide frequency range. At low frequencies c(ar) was
determined from the cime dependence of the reversible polarizacionT
We

by Laplace transformation:
c (o) : e- + f p' (t) exp( iot )dt,
(1)
where p'(t) is the time derivarive of the polarizabilicy (ir is che
charging current density following an electric field step of unity).
Due to the huge dielectric constant the impedance of the sample ls
easily measurable at higher freguencies, thus standard methods lrere
applied above 101,1H2. Figure 1. shows the real part of the dielectric
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constant and the loss factor ( tg 6 - t,,/t') in the frequency range
of 10-3 to 109 Hz, The dielectric response of the pinned condensate is
characEerlzed by vircually consEanE phase angle and weakly frequencydependenE dielectric constant.
The absence of dielectric cucoff in c(ar) up to o/2r- r'l = ZGHz
and its magnitude of about c-8.x,105 signifies low damping.S Ir, simple
"
single degree of freedon picture (i.e. wich o(ar) described by a singre
harmonic oscillator) these numbers are suggestive for a cDlJ conductivicy
of o"on = e/r > 105 O-lcm-1 This estimate is consistent with che
low itamping in the sliding state, observed experimenCally above the
dep inning threshold . 1
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Fig. 2.
Tirne dependence of

CDW

polarization at T:4 .2K
The re i3 a l ogar i thrnic
terrn superimposed on
the rapid response.
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an electric fierd step is applied, the polarization should
develop exponentially with the above time constant of r < 500 ps
and no further variation is expected - at reast in the stngre degree
of freedom picEure. This is noE che case, and polarlzation experime.!.rts
performed on long time scare . are . suggestive for a slow reariangement
of the pinned condensace.T Figure 2 shows the Eime dependence of che
porarization (the pame data as in Fig, I in a differenc represencacion),
The glassy relaxation of the polarizatlon exEends up to several minutes,
and reflects deviations from che phase-coherenc, single degree of
freedorn picture. lJe emphasize, however, that this additional relaxation
gives only about 20 t contribucion !o che cotal polarizacion at any
reasonable experimenEal cime scales ( E < tO3 - lO4 s ), and in most
'cases it neans only a small correccion Eo che rapid response.
when.
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lJe believe Ehac che glassy naEure observed in che low-Eemperature
thermal propercies (including weak relaxaEion following a temperature
sEep)9-11 has the same origin as rhe slohrly varying. term in rhe
polarization. It. is important to note chaE che density of states involved
in this addiclonal specific heat tern is extremely small.9 The magnitude
of the correccion due to metastable, CDW slates is as srnall as the
nuclear hlperfine concribucion to the speciflc 1.r".g.10'11
In summary, at low temperatures, in absenee of screening earriers,
the dieleccric studies suggest a phase-coherent CDW, The role of the
internal degrees of freedom are sErongly suppr.essed in the dynamic properEies,
dndcorrections due co meEascable states may appear only on long Eime scares,
THE HIGH TE},IPERATURE DIELECTRIC RESPONSE

ThermaIly exciEed carriers fundamenEally rnodify che nature of che
condensate by the elecLrostacic screening chey provide. The reduccion
of the coulornb interaccion alrows cDW deformaEions ancl the long range
phase coherence is rernoved. The local neutraliEy requires screening
currents for any deforrnacion.L2tl3 In che dynarnic propercies che
dissipacion of Ehese currenEs determines not only che effeccive darnping,
but also the characceristic cime of the excitations. The coupling becween
single particle and the collecEive excitacion in this Eemperature range
has been experlmencarry demonstrated boch for che sliding sEace above
the thresho1614-16 and for the low field ac response.3,i7
The dielectric behaviour resembles to that of glassy systems.
The smeared ouL peak of c"(to) observed around liquid nicrogen temperaEure
was described by introducing a wide distribution in the relaxation times.17
The similaricy to glasses is more obvious at somewhat lower Eemperacure,
where real time experiments suggest a strecched exponential relaxaEion
for the polarization:18

p(r):poexp{ l:t t-"} ,
'rl

(z)
rvich n.= 0.3
Iiqr-tacion(2) is a pirenonlenological expressicln, which is ofcen
appl ied. f or- relaxaEion processes in systerns of rnany rneL;rstable sCaces
wich slighc energy separation. In our case tfre above Einre dependence
describes the rearrangement of a deforrned condensate through meCastable
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pinned conf iguratlons .
The characteristic Eime, rn, is strongly temperature dependent, and
the excications slow down exponentially with decreasing tenrperacurelT,18.
The peak in ."(r), which appears in the 104- 106 Hz frequency range
at T- 77K, is expected to shift to a few Hz around 30K, ihere che
weak rela)<ation rras found in the rear time experimencs. rn fact,
if the compLex dielectric constanc is derived from che polarization
data by applying Eq(l), its frequency dependence is the same as Ehar
found by ac nrethods at higher temperatures, In Fig. 3 rg show c(o)
in a wide temperature trange, - together with che fit co the Laplace

transform of the stretched exponential expression. Note, that alr
the fitted curves (solid lines) use n-0.3, and the only free parameter
is the magnirude of l.l
Alrhough rhe applicabiliry of a linear
Eransformation theory to the relaxation data is not verified yet
experimenEally, we believe Ehat che daca shoun on Fig. 3 ire conwincing
chac che weak relaxation process and the smeared response of the
ac excitation is the same phenomenon. This has already been suggested
on theoretical grounds by Littlewood and Rammal.19
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Fig. 3 . Real and irnaginary parc of che dieleccri.c consran
(m from Ref . i-7, o: Laplace transformed daca of Ref . fS).
The solid line corresponds to e (ar) calcul;rted from Eq(2)"
while the dierectric behaviour clearry reflecEs a rich speccrun of
the internal cDw excitations, cercain coherence still exiscs in che
eurrenc carrying state. Most of the rerevant experimengs4-6 are based
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on narrohr band noise studies. These measuremencs show che cbntinuity of
the CDI'I current densicy, which remains constant even in scrongly
perturbed circumscances (e.g. in presence of a cemperacure gradienc).
Such a nonlocal behaviour is suggestive for a long range velocicyveloeity coherence, but does not exclude inherent phase exclc.ations.
As phason excltatlons do not require local CDLI + norrnal-elecEron
conversion the narrow band noise frequency is not infruenced by che
CDW deforrnations. [Ihile chese inherenc excitations certainly destroy the
phase coherence, leading to a flnite phase-phase coherence length Lo,
the velocity coherence may well exceed Lo.4
rn suurmary, in the temperature range where normar carrier screenlng
is important the low freguency dielectric behaviour is determined by
the internal dynamics of a deformable GDW. The phase coherence is rost
and the polarized cDw rerax through various metascable pinned
configurations.
CONCLUSION

I'le have studied two, basic aspects of cDW phenornena; the nacroscopic
coherence effects and the presence of meEastable scates. we argue EhaE

their relative importance is different in the row-uenperaEure and
in the conventional cD[{ dynamics. At low temperatures the internal
degrees of freedom are suppressed, and'a plr"re .oh"rent approach gives
a good phenomenological description for the dynamic properties. on the
other hand, qhen screening by thermally excited nornar carriers allows
iteformations, the situation is-dramatically different., and in cha,t case
the role of the internal CDW excitations is dominant.
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